All Sponsor and Exhibitors receive:
- Your company’s name and products in front of more than 200 decision-makers, including architects, specifiers, contractors and construction professionals.
- A two-hour tradeshow and networking event.
- Appetizers and a no-host bar with plenty of time to socialize and sell your firm and your products.
- Ability to distribute your marketing materials, collect leads, network and make new contacts for your company.
- Hosting your most important clients at the show and inviting them to join you for a gourmet meal prepared by the Bell Harbor chefs.
- One-on-one dinner time conversation with your invited guests, allowing you to cultivate and build your relationship with important clients.
- An informative, 90-minute focused seminar, open to all sponsors, exhibitors and hosted guests.
- A world-class keynote presentation focused on current issues facing the construction industry.

Standard Exhibitors receive: ($2000)
- 6’ exhibit table;
- Half Banquet table with dinner for 5;
- Choice of exhibit and banquet table locations.

Premium Exhibitors receive: ($2600)
- 6’ exhibit table;
- Banquet table with dinner for 10;
- Choice of exhibit and banquet table locations.

ProSpec sponsors (limited to 4) lead the way to the premier event of the Puget Sound Chapter CSI. Your sponsorship includes these benefits: ($4000)
- 6’ exhibit table;
- Banquet table with dinner for 10;
- Priority choice of exhibit and banquet table locations;
- Company logo on all event marketing material and the ProSpec website;
- A company profile in the chapter’s Spectrum newsletter;
- A half-size ad in the Spectrum leading up to the event;
- Three MS PowerPoint slides displayed during dinner, prior to the speaker’s presentation;
- Recognition and thanks at the event.